
Helping you 
safely manage 
your everyday 
money
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What is Sibstar?

Sibstar is a debit card and app. 
 
Anyone can have a Sibstar card.   
 
If you want to manage your 
money yourself, you can have 
a Sibstar card and app.   

Or if you are supporting 
someone who needs help, 
they can have the card and 
you can have the app. 

“Living with dementia 
and a burning desire to 
watch live music.”

How does Sibstar work?

Load the Sibstar card with your 
chosen amount of money and 
then, in the app, manage how and 
where that money can be used.

You can: 

All of this functionality can be 
changed instantly and remotely, 
so Sibstar adapts to your 
individual needs.

Set daily and monthly 
spending limits. 
 
Set a cashpoint 
withdrawal limit. 

Switch off cashpoint, online 
and phone use.

Instantly freeze/
unfreeze the card.

Receive real time 
notifications to your phone 
every time the card is used.

Why Sibstar?

Sibstar helps people living with 
dementia remain financially 
independent, so they can enjoy 
their everyday activities while 
knowing their money is safe.

Helping you live life the 
way you want to.

Our friendly UK Customer 
Service team are here to help 
Monday to Friday, 8am-6pm.   

hello@sibstar.co.uk
01962 676 080

What is Sibstar



Download the Sibstar app from 
the App Store or Google Play.

Scan to download

Sign up in the app and we’ll 
pop a Sibstar card in the post.

Activate the card when 
it arrives and you are 
READY TO GO!

“What we spend our money 
on is a big part of who we 
are.  Both my mum and 
dad had dementia and I 
was determined to help 
them continue living life 
the way they chose.  This is 
why we created Sibstar.”
Jayne Sibley, Co Founder, Sibstar 
and carer to mum and dad


